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ABSTRACT: The key feature of cloud computing is one can access information any place,
anywhere, at any time. So basically cloud computing is subscription based service where one can
obtain network storage space and computer resources for data storage as well as data sharing.
Due to high fame of cloud for data storage and sharing, large number of participants gets
attracted to it but it leads to issue related to efficiency, Data integrity, privacy and authentication.
To overcome these issues, concept of ring signature has been introduced for data sharing
amongst large number of users. Ring signatures are used to provide user’s anonymity and
signer’s privacy. It allows a data owner to anonymously authenticate the data which can be
stored into the cloud or analysis purpose. Yet the most cost consuming certificate verification for
public key infrastructure (PKI) setting becomes a bottleneck for this solution to be scalable.
Session based ID with ring mechanism helps to implement session based key and access files
within a session. Use of ID-based ring signature, removes the need of certificate verification
which was done using public key infrastructure, hence reduce cost as well as introduction of
forward security, further strengthen this system more. Use of weil pairing, keeps even shorter
keys secure and it also requires less processing power. So the motivation of this paper is to
propose a secure data reading and sharing scheme using above mentioned scheme.

____________________________________________

1. INTRODUCTION
Over the past few years, cloud

computing has rapidly emerged as a
successful paradigm for providing IT
infrastructure, resources and services on a
pay-per-use basis. The wider adoption of
Cloud and virtualization technologies has led
to the establishment of large scale data centers
that provide cloud services. This evolution
induces a tremendous rise of electricity
consumption, escalating data center ownership
costs and increasing carbon footprints. For
these reasons, energy efficiency is becoming
increasingly important for data centers and

Cloud. The fact that electricity consumption is
set to rise 76% from 2007 to 2030 with data
centers contributing an important portion of
this increase emphasizes the importance of
reducing energy consumption in Clouds.
challenges. Provided solutions should scale in
multiple dimensions and Cloud providers must
also deal with the users’ requirements which
are being more and more complex. Requested
services are more sophisticated and complete
since users need to deploy their own
applications with the topology they choose
and with having the control on both
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infrastructure and programs. This means
combining the flexibility of IaaS and the ease
of use of PaaS within a single environment.
As a result, the classic three layer model is
changing and the convergence of IaaS and
PaaS is considered as natural evolutionary
step in cloud computing. Cloud resource
allocation solutions should be flexible enough
to adapt to the evolving Cloud landscape and
to deal with users requirements. Another
important dimension we consider is the type
of the virtualization. In addition to traditional
VM based technology, Cloud providers are
also adopting new container-based
virtualization technologies like LXC and
Docker that enable the deployment of
applications into containers. Hence, this
resource variety aspect should be taken into
account when modeling the problem of
resource allocation to scale with the Cloud
evolution and with new users requirements.
One last important dimension at which we are
interested in this work is the resource
provisioning plan. Cloud providers could offer
two types of resource provisioning: on-
demand and advance or long-term reservation.
Advance reservation concept has many
advantages especially for the co-allocation for
resources. It provides simple means for
resource planning and reservation in the future
and offers an increased expectation that
resources can be allocated when demanded.
Although advance reservation of resources in
cloud is very advantageous, the focus has been
mostly on the on-demand plan. Ring
signatures are very useful tools for many
privacy-preserving applications. However,
they are not adequate in settings where some
degree of privacy for users must be balanced
against limited access. For example, a service
provider might have the list of public keys that
correspond to all users that have purchased a
single access to some confidential service for
that day (requiring anonymous
authentication). For this kind of application, a
number of restricted-use ring signatures are
proposed. Notable examples include linkable
ring signatures and traceable ring signatures.

Linkable ring signature asks that if a user
signs any two messages (same or different)
with respect to the same ring, then an efficient
public procedure can verify that the signer was
the same (although the user’s identity is not
revealed). Traceable ring signature is a ring
signature scheme where each message is
signed not only with respect to a list of ring
members, but also with respect to an issue
(e.g., identifying label of a specific election or
survey). If a user signs any two different
messages with respect to the same list of ring
members and the same issue label, then the
user’s identity is revealed by an efficient
public procedure.

2. RELATED WORKS
Large networks like the internet, the

centralistic approach of IBE becomes
problematic. Of course, one could adapt the
existing CA system so that parameters for
multiple PKGs are automatically deployed
with common software packages. However, a
major drawback is the implicit key escrow
which does not exist with the current classical
framework. Although some bureaucrats would
surely like this idea, history has shown that
systems designed to ensure privacy with secret
backdoors are not accepted as they take the
actual goal ad absurdum. To enable wide-
spread use, these problems have to be
overcome first. Another completely different
topic is that the mathematics behind IBE
(considering for instance the presented
scheme) are in many cases far more
complicated than those for RSA, ElGamal or
DSA. This makes implementation difficult,
especially since less experience and resources
are available on the rather young field of
pairing based crypto. Divertible Protocols and
Atomic Proxy Cryptography [1] A basic goal
of public-key encryption is to allow only the
key or keys selected at the time of encryption
to decrypt the ciphertext. To change the
ciphertext to a different key requires re-
encryption of the message with the new key,
which implies access to the original cleartext
and to a reliable copy of the new encryption
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key. A Closer Look at PKI: Security and
Efficiency [2] Security of the basic primitives
in this more complex setting. We also provide
constructions for encryption and signature
schemes that provably satisfy our strong
security definitions and are more efficient than
the corresponding traditional constructions
that assume a digital certificate issued by the
CA must be verified whenever a public key is
used. Identity-Based Proxy Re-Encryption [3]
semi-trusted keyserver re-encrypts these
encapsulated symmetric keys from the master
key to the keys of individual users who can
then decrypt. The key server provides access
control for the encrypted material, but does
not itself possess the ability to decrypt files.
This application use key to specify access
control policies directly within the identity
strings of the users. Proxy Re-encryption
Systems for Identity-based Encryption [4]
Identity-Based Encryption (for short, IBE) has
been one of the most active research area. In
the IBE system, a sender Catherine encrypts a
message to an IBE receiver Alice by using
Alice’s identity as a public key. A Type-and-
Identity-based Proxy Re-Encryption Scheme
and its Application in Healthcare [5] we
propose a type-and-identity-based proxy re-
encryption scheme based on the Boneh-
Franklin IBE scheme to enable the delegator
to implement different access control policies
for his cipher texts against his delegates.
Identity-Based Conditional Proxy Re-
Encryption [6] to overcome the limitation of
existing IBPRE, we introduce the notion of
Identity-based conditional proxy re-encryption
(IBCPRE), whereby only cipher text
satisfying one condition set by delegator can
be transformed by the proxy and then can be
decrypted by delegate. Conditional Proxy Re-
Encryption Secure against Chosen-Ciphertext
Attack [7] The proxy can then convert any
cipher- text under Alice's public key into
ciphertext under Bob's public key. The
requirement is that the semantic security of
encryptions for Alice is preserved throughout
the conversion, such that the proxy gains no

information about the involved plaintext
messages.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The proposed system is a signature

based role access control mechanism, also
known as role-oriented ring signature. In this
scheme, only the person who belongs to the
designated role can verify the validity of the
ring signature. In role-oriented signature,
nobody besides the designated role can verify
the signature. Obviously, in a PKI
authentication frame, each person should have
his own key pair. So the core issue of role-
oriented signature is how to design a scheme
in which each role member is allowed to
verify the signature independently. As we
have mentioned above, a ring signature with
limited verification range is necessary in some
instances. A signer can perform following
steps to produce a role-oriented ring signature.
Session based authentication and file sharing
added a more advantages in this system. The
receiver identity is mainly considered while
receiving the file and also during re-
encryption.
 The identity signature and role are
considered to identify the receivers
 High secure to the system by
generating unique signature for each users.
 Three factors combination will give
the high secure for the users data transmission.

3.1 User Interface Design
The main idea of this module is to

design the user interface for users in the
project. The login page is to design for data
owner and data user. After the data owner
logins into the system, the page displayed
which allows the data owner to achieve the
encrypted file upload to the system. When the
user logins to the system, the system allows
the user to input the decryption key and
attributes for retrieval of specified file. Before
accessing the file from system, the user must
register into the system. And based on their
role, the user can able to retrieve the data.
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3.2 File Encryption

Each file which is to be uploaded is
encrypted with encryption key. Once file is
encrypted, next step is to upload it to the
storage system along with data decryption
key. Owner specifies the set of attributes for
access structure, it then encrypts the file.
Finally, owner uploads encrypted file and
encryption key and set of attributes to the
storage system.

3.3 Key Generation and Distribution
While data owner uploading the

encrypted file, they also upload set of
attributes. The data owner gives the attributes
of the receiver while sending the file to the
receiver; the file gets encrypted as per the
given attributes. Thus the attributes for
specified file is to be distributed and
decryption key for decrypting the file are to be
distributed to the data users. Sign based role
access control mechanism also known as role-
oriented ring signature is used in this module.

3.4 Multiple Data Sharing
User requests the file by providing

details and in response system replies with
encrypted file. Before that the system will
check the role and signature of the users
whether the receiver have the same role as the
sender mentioned. It will avoid the
unauthorized users or hackers. The receiver
receives the encrypted file, and he has correct
role and signature, if it’s correct, the original
file gets decrypted for the receiver. This
allows them to access information without
authorization and thus poses a risk to
information privacy.

4. METHODOLOGY
Prior work on ring

signature/identification schemes provides
definitions of security that are either
rather informal or seem (to us)
unnaturally weak, in that they do not
address what seem to be valid security
concerns.   One example is the failure to
consider the possibility  of adversarial-

chosen public keys. Specifically, both the
anonymity and unforgeability definitions in
most prior work assume that honest users
always sign with respect to rings consisting
entirely of honestly-generated public keys;
no security is provided if users sign with
respect to a ring containing even one
adversarial-generated public key. Clearly,
however, a scheme which is not secure in
the latter case is of limited use; this is
especially true since rings are constructed in
an ad-hoc  fashion using keys of (possibly
unknown) users which are not validated as
being correctly constructed by any central
authority. We formalize security against
such attacks (as well as others), and show
separation results proving that our
definitions are strictly stronger than those
considered in previous work. In addition to
the new, strong definitions we present, the
hierarchy of definitions we give is useful for
characterizing the security of ring signature
constructions.
We present three ring signature schemes
which are provably secure in the standard
model. We stress that these are the first
such constructions, as all previous
constructions of which we are aware rely on
random oracles/ideal ciphers. It is worth
remarking that ring identification schemes
are somewhat easier to construct (using,
e.g., techniques from ring signatures can
then easily be derived from such schemes
using the Fiat-Shamir methodology in the
random oracle model. This approach,
however, is no longer viable (at least,
based on our current understanding) when
working in the standard model.

Definition
We begin by presenting the functional

definition of a ring signature scheme. We
refer to an ordered list R = (P K1, . . ., P
Kn ) of public keys as a ring, and let R[i]
= P Ki. We will also freely use set

notation, and say, e.g., that P K ∈ R if
there exists an index i such that R[i] = P
K . We will always assume, without loss of
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}i=1s

generality, that the keys in a ring are
ordered lexicographically.
Definition 1 [Ring signature] A ring
signature scheme is a triple of ppt
algorithms (Gen, Sign, Vrfy) that,
respectively, generate keys for a user, sign
a message, and verify  the signature of a
message. Formally:

 Gen(1k), where k is a security
parameter, outputs a public key P K and
secret key SK .
 Signs,S K (M, R) outputs a
signature σ on the message M with
respect to the ring R = (P K1 , . . . , P Kn
).
 We assume the following: (1)
(R[s], SK ) is a valid key-pair output by
Gen; (2) |R| ≥ 2 (since a ring signature

scheme is not intended2 to serve as a
standard signature scheme); and each
public key in the ring is distinct.
 VrfyR (M, σ) verifies a purported
signature σ on a message M with respect
to the ring of public keys R.
We require the following completeness
condition to hold: for any integer k, any

{(P K i , SKi ) n output by Gen(1k ), any s

∈ [n], and any M , we have VrfyR (M,
Signs,S K (M, R)) = 1 where R =(P K1 , .
. . , P Kn ). A c-user ring signature scheme
is a variant of the above that only
supports rings of fixed size c (i.e., the Sign
and Vrfy algorithms only take as input
rings R for which |R| = c, and correctness
is only required to hold for such rings).
To improve readability, we will generally
omit the input “s” to the signing algorithm
(and simply write σ ← SignSK (M, R)),
with the understanding that the signer
can determine an index s for which SK  is
the secret key corresponding to public key
R[s]. Strictly speaking, there may not be a
unique such s when R contains incorrectly-
generated keys; in real-world usage of a
ring signature scheme, though, a signer will

certainly be able to identify their public
key. A ring signature scheme is used as
follows: At various times, some collection
of users runs the key generation algorithm
Gen to generate public and  secret keys.
We stress that no coordination among these
users is assumed or required. When a user
with secret key SK wishes to generate an
anonymous signature on a message M , he
chooses a ring R of public keys which
includes his own, computes σ ← SignSK
(M, R) and outputs (σ, R). (In such a case,
we will refer to the holder of SK as the
signer of the message and to the holders of
the other public keys in R as the non-
signers.) Anyone can now verify that this
signature was generated by someone holding
a key in R by running VrfyR (M, σ). We
remark that although our functional
definition of a ring signature scheme
requires users to generate keys specifically
for that purpose (in contrast to the
requirements of our first construction can
be easily modified to work with any ring
of users as long as they each have a public
key for both encryption and signing.

5. EXPERIMENT RESULT AND
DISCUSSION

An experimental role-based
cryptosystem was implemented to test the
feasibility of our schemes. This system was
developed with a standard Java language in
QT environment, which supports cross-
platform deployment. This system consists of
three modules: RBC module, access control
module and application module. In RBC
module, we adopted GNU multiple precision
arithmetic library (GMP) to handle integers of
arbitrary precision. Then, a finite fields
arithmetic library was constructed to realize
the run-time environment of elliptic curve and
pairing-based cryptosystems. In addition, a
cryptographic access control library was
developed based on the control.
Compared to existing algorithms our
performance is increased. The below tables
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represent the accurate values of current
process and existing values.

The individual accuracy rates obtained from
different feature selection methods on the
classifier. Different feature selection metrics
are applied on the classifier.

CONCLUSION
The ring signature technique that uses

an ad-hoc group of signer identities is a
widely used method for generating this type of
privacy preserving digital signatures. The
identity based cryptographic techniques do not
require certificates. The construction of ring
signatures using identity-based cryptography
allow for privacy preserving digital signatures
to be created in application when certificates
are not readily available or desirable such as
in vehicle area networks. We propose a new
designated verifier identity based ring
signature scheme that is secure against full
key exposure attacks even for a small group
size. This is a general purpose primitive that
can be used in many application domains such
as ubiquitous computing where signer
ambiguity is required in small groups.
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